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2025 Build Year  
 Have you planned out your next fleet build? When should you contact your 

upfitter for planned builds? 

We are extraordinarily busy this year due to the absolute avalanche of vehicles being 

delivered to fleets around Colorado and Wyoming. We are working diligently to catch 

everyone up for 2024-2025. Currently, the sales team is diligently trying to work past 

our backlog and get everyone quotes for the near future. On the install side, we are 

currently scheduling in the 2025 calendar year. 

When should you contact your upfitter for planned builds? 

The long and short of it is: As soon as possible!  When you are ordering vehicles, even 

if you don’t know the application, please reach out to us to secure install placeholders, 
and we can start working through the details. We are accepting placeholder dates in 

our schedule to make sure your builds have a place in line. We just ask that you have 

confirmed quantities and approximate application IE: Patrol, Command, K9, etc. 
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Upcoming Changes  

2025 will be a big year with changes from the big 3 automakers  

Details are still emerging on some of the new fleet vehicles being produced, 

but here are a few details that affect upfit: 

-Dodge is discontinuing the Durango, and Ram “Classic”. This will change the 

parts stream to the “New” body style and is worth defining that detail with 

your Dealership. 

-Ford is continuing the PIU into 2025 with some interior changes, and more 

standard options. Some of these changes will affect the compatibility of cages, 

light placement, consoles, etc. 

-Ongoing changes for all vehicles have discouraged us from using hide away 

lights such as Vertex lights, due to LED housings that are being used on most 

new vehicles. Headlight and taillight flashers are also getting more and more 

difficult to employ. Many of the vehicle manufacturers are working on creation 

and implementation of break out box’s from the CAN system to aid upfitting, 
though most are still in the works, and don’t come as an option on retail 
models. 

 Billing Policy 

In 2022 we introduced our billing 

policy for parts. This was due to the 

overwhelming number of order 

cancelations by vehicle 

manufacturers. We also live in a world 

where most of the vehicle specific 

parts have a lead time of 6-10 weeks. 

Even longer are the wait times for 

vehicle specific K9 inserts (averaging 

12+ weeks). You may have noticed 

we are getting stricter with our billing 

policies. 

Billing policies for NET 30 customers: 

We will bill you for parts only when 

they are all here and complete at AV-

Tech. Our purchasing department 

aims to get all parts here and 

complete, 2-4 weeks before the 

scheduled build. The only exceptions 

would be Vehicle specific K9 units 

and any other custom special-order 

items. For parts like that, we require 

payment up front. These are not 

returnable items, and if something 

changes, we cannot apply them to 

another build in most cases. 

After the Install is complete, we bill 

you for labor and any 

incidentals/changes to the build. 

COD Customers: We ask you to 

put a deposit down for the 

majority of the parts and the rest 

is due upon completion. 

 Reach out!  
We have a new Sales team. Mike and Jeremy are here to help on the build 

side along with our numerous skilled professionals who have been serving 

AV-Tech for many years. Don’t hesitate to reach out to us, so we can get 

your builds scheduled for next year! 

 

mikec@avtechelectronics.com 

 

jeremy@avtechelectronics.com 
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